
Littlewick Green vs HURLEY 1XI – 11th July 2009 

 LITTLEWICK GREEN 
S Fuller  c Ibraz b Akhtar  14 

N Kelley b Akhtar   9 

P Horne lbw b Cole   16 

A Hurley b Akhtar   0 

D Kok  c Day b Akhtar  67 

B Sebire b Akhtar   29 

D Atkinson b Akhtar   0 

N Hencher b Akhtar   6 

R Willis  b Akhtar   2 

C Sethi  b Hussain   5 

C Symonds Not Out   5 

  Extras    17 

  Total    170ao 

 

F Hussain 13.2-3-41-1 P Hunjan 3-0-24-0 

M Cole  10-2-32-1 D Forrest 8-0-29-0 

N Akhtar 13-3-28-8  

 

HURLEY 
F Mahmood lbw b Willis   6 

M Ibraz  c Sebire b Kok   27 

P Hunjan c & b Willis   6 

T Balchin c Sebire b Symonds  9 

T Moore c Fuller b Willis   39 

F Hussain c Hurley b Symonds  0 

D Simoes b Symonds   0 

D Day  b Symonds   20 

N Akhtar Not Out   40 

M Cole  c Fuller b Kok   4 

D Forrest Not Out   6 

  Extras    16 

  Total    173-9 

 

Naeem Akhtar (8-28 & 40*) produced one of those rare individual performances to drag Hurley to a 

one wicket victory at Littlewick Green on Saturday. On a dank, grey afternoon that threatened rain, 

Hurley won the toss and inserted Littlewick and soon had the home side in trouble at 35-3 as Akhtar 

had an opening spell of 8 overs 3-12, the pick of his dismissals being an off cutter that took Adrain 

Hurley’s off stump with the batsman shouldering arms. Pat Horne (16) and Darren Kok (67) added 40 to 

resurrect the innings before Mike Cole (1-32) trapped Horne lbw. Hurley’s slips failed to support the 

bowlers as three catches were spilled in that area allowing Kok and Ben Sebire (29) to add a vital 65 in 

12 overs with Kok particularly rampant. The return of Akhtar immediately yielded results as his second 

ball of the new spell saw Kok  squirt to keeper Day and was caught by a zipper with the score on 140. 

Akhtar’s second spell of 5-16 saw Littlewick decline to 170 all out inside 48 overs. While the pitch had 

less life than a bacon sandwich, conditions meant that this would be a tricky score to chase and a 

gloom descended with the news of Nick Hencher taken to hospital after he tried to pull Akhtar only to 

deflect the ball into his mouth and for the ball to trickle on to the stumps through a pool of blood. 

 

Hurley lost Faisal Mahmood (6) early on lbw to Willis but Ibraz’s flailing bat brought him 27 though 

Hurley failed to deliver a substantial partnership and declined to 69-6. Kok lacked penetration and 

was pulled off to be replaced by Chris Symonds (4-46) as he and Rob Willis (3-33) made the home side 

favourites to take maximum points. Tim Moore (39) and Denis Day (20) added an encouraging 44 for 

the 7th wicket before Moore was caught at short mid wicket by Fuller and Hurley still required 58 for an 

unlikely victory. Two more irresponsible quick wickets left Hurley floundering at 121-9. Akhtar (40*) set 

off positively and his 6th ball soared into the cottages for 6. Nails were bitten and superstitious visitors 

refused to move as the deficit quickly diminished. Akhtar’s innings of 35 balls saw the field spread, but 



it was left to Dave Forrest (6not) to cut the ball backward of square to take Hurley to an unlikely 

victory with 9 balls to spare and keep Hurley interested in the top half of the division. 


